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Predictions of nitric oxide emissions
from an industrial glass-melting furnace
\{ c CARVALHO*, V SEMIAO*, F C LOCKWOOD** ancl C PAPADOPOULOS**

A mathematical model predicting the performance of the combustion chamber of industrial glass furnaces is
described. The three-dimensional flow, gas composition, temperature field and heat fluxes are calculated by
means of time-averaged forms of the governing conservation equations, in addition to the two-equation k-e model
for turbulent transport. The flame is modelled as a turbulent-diffusion flame, and the chemical reactions associated
urith the heat release are assumed to be fast. The fluctuations of the scalar properties are accounted for by the use
of a clipped-Gaussian probability density function. The thermal radiation, which plays the dominant role in the
heat-transfer process inside these furnaces, is accounted for by the use of the 'discrete transfer method'. The
Zeldovich mechanism is incorporated in the model in order to predict the formation oi the thermal NO from
atmospheric nitrogen. This is the first time that predictions for NO emissions have been obtained for a cross-fired
iagenerative furnace.
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1 List of symbols

gravitational acceleration in the i direction
time-mean stagnation enthalpy
reaction rate
turbulent kinetic energy

molecular weight of the species j
time-averaged mass concentration of species j
pressure

thermal radiation volumetric source

universal gas constant

source term
temperature
velocity component in the i direction
co-ordinate direction

f'o molecular exchange coefficient for a variable

6,j Kronecker's delta

e dissipation rate of turbulent ener-qy

g molecular viscositY

p time-mean density
p,.; density reference value
' fluctuation comPonent

time-averaged value

2lntroduction

2.1 Preamble

Traditionally, the design of combustors has been based on
the use of empirical models that attempt to correlate over-
all pcrformance in terms of a number of simple global para-
nr,-'te rs - such as combustor volume , air-inlet temperature
anri pressure, mass flow rate and fuel:air ratio. However, a
morc fundamental approach is required both by the need
for energy savings and by the necessity to reduce the emis-
sion ol pollutants from such systems.
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On oxidation, the combustion process would ideally con-
vert all the sulphur ro SO,, the nitro_sen to NO, the hydro-
gen to water and the carbon to CO,. Combustion is not
ideal, horvever, and the analysis of the combustion prod-
ucts reveals the presence of products such as S02, S03, NO,
NO,, CO, CO,. H.O, H,, unburned hydrocarbons, poly-
cyclic aromatic hvdrocarbons and soot. Most these are
pollutants.

Current emphasis on the reduction of combustion-gener-
ated pollutant emissions resulted in a renewed interest in
the development of prediction methods for calculating the
florv, gas composition. temperature and heat fluxes in prac-
tical combustion svstems. Modeliing of combustion in prac-
tical systems requires reliable models for the turbulence
and for the combustion processes. Additionally, if the pre-
diction of the pollutant emission is desirable, the interac-
tion between turbulence and chemical kinetics must also be
considered.

The major portion of NO- in practical systems has been
found to be NOt. This is the reason for the numerous ana-
lytical and experimental studies that have been focused on
NO formation. Nitrogen oxide emissions emanate from
two principal sources: i) the automobile, which is con-
sidered the major producer and for which emissions stan-
dards are enforced; and ii) stationary combustion
chambers, such as those of electricity-generating plants and
glass furnaces.

Because the research on NO kinetics and-modelling has
been so extensive. a review of some of the related papers is
prese nted.

2.2The kinetics of NO formation

The kinetics of NO formation from atmospheric nitrogen
have been studied extensively. Early investigations: deter-
mined the mechanism of NO formation in combustion of
fuel-oxygen-nitrooen mixtures. lvlore recent studies on the
kinetics of NO formation in laboratorv flames support the
Zeldovich mechanism (see References 3-8). Flowever.
Fenimoree has reported that in the ricinity of the conrbus-
tion zone. NO formation rates exceedcd thosc predicted by'
the Zc-lclovich mechanism. Rapidlv formecl NC). ternred
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tions between nitrogen and CH radicals followed by oxida-
tion. Later investigations4 have justified the above-men-

tioned excess of NO formation by the presence of radicals

in levels above their equilibrium values.

The work of Westenberg3 presents a study of the NO
kinetics in lean, premixed hydrocarbon-air flames, and

deduced a model based on the assumption of constant tem-

perature and equilibrium for the oxygen-atom concentra-
iion; the importance of Iow temperature in controlling the

NO rate was emphasised in his work- Both thermal and

fuel-bound nitriC-oxide mechanisms have been investi-
sated by Bowmana. In his work he found, after detailed
io*puritont of kinetics calculations and experiments, that
tlte Zeldovich mechanism was the determining one in the

thermal NO formation. The work of Flower et aF has

demonstrated the importance of the h1'drogen-atom con-

centration on the NO reduction in the temperature range

2400-4500 K, especially for fuel-rich mixtures.

A detailed kinetic model, involving fifteen chain reactions
and species containing hydrogen, ox.vgen and nitrogen. u'as

obtained for flames of that class. The presence of radicals in
super-equilibrium - that is in levels above their equilib-
rium ,,aiues - 

is a matter of present-day research- The
importance of the presence of super-equilibrium radicals
(namelv the OH radical) on the thermal NO formation has

i.en d.monstrated by Drake et af . Finally it was con-

cluded that NO is formed in the near-stoichiometric flame

zone in turbulent-diffusion flames, and that the degree of
super-equilibrium of radicals, similar to premixed flames,

decreases when the peak flame temperature increases'

2.3 NO modelling in practical systems

A two-dimensional mechanistic model was presented by

Katsuki et allU to study the NO formation rate and its
dependence on temperature and spgci-e; concentration, in
a gas-turbine combustor using the Zeldovich mechanism'
Tf,e calculations of the combustion aerodynamics s'ere
based on the simplified hypothesis of: a boundary la)'er
approximation inlhe main flow region- no reversed flow
outside the recirculation zone, a single step and equili-
brated reaction for the oxidation of the fuel in the absence

of radiative heat-transfer effects and the turbulence being

modelled by an empirical correlation.

Petersrt, although exploiting the fact that NO is forme d in a
narrow region around the maximum temperature in turbu-
lent-diffusion flames, determined the NO formation rate
by an asymptotic expansion in terms of a small parameter
6, using the Zeldovich mechanism. A two-dimensional axi-
symmetrical model u'as used, and the predictions agree
favourably with experimental results for a hydrogen-air jet
diffusion flame, despite the use of an empirical correlation
for the turbulent-r'iscosity calculations. A three-dimen-
sional model was presented by Jones & Priddinl2, in which
the Favre-averagid forms of the governing conservation
equations and the k-e two equations for turbulent transport
ari solved in order to predict a gas-turbine combustor. The
combustion model s'as based on the fast kinetics assump-
tion and the fluctuations in scalar properties being
accounted for b,v the use of a Beta probability density func-
tion. Radiative heat transfer was not considered.

The Zeldovich NO mechanism was employed. Surpris'
ingly, comparisons u'ith experimental values have shown
thii the model or-er-estimated the NO concentration,
although the possibility of super-equilibrium of radicals
*as noi allowed for. The modef presented by Drake et af is

similar to the model of Jones & Priddin'2-the same turbu-
lence model, a fast kinetics assumption for the combustion
model with the turbulent fluctuations accounted for by an

assumed pdf, tfu: thermal NO calculated from the Zeldov-
ich mechinism. but q'ith a new kinetic model introduced
for the production of NHr.

A model similar to the previous ones was presented by
Ahmad et alt3, but in this case the authors have also calcu-
lated the spatial distribution of the soot. They applied it to
the calculations of a turbulent jet-diffusion flame. The con-

clusion of their rl'ork u'as the importance of simulating the
influence of turbulence on the Chemical kinetics. None of
the above-mentioned authors considered the effects of the
reverse reactions of the Zeldovich mechanism.

In spite of numerous rvorks on the modelling of NO emis-
sions, their application has been restricted to gas-turbine
combustors and diesel engines. The present work prese-nts

a three-dimensional simulation of an industrial glass fur-
nace under real operating conditions. Time-averaged
forms of the governing conservation equations along with
the k-e turbulence model are used.

The combustion ntodel is based on the fast kinetics hypoth-
esis, with turbulenr fluctuations of scalars being accounted
for by use of a clipped Gaussian pdf. Radiative heat trans-
fer is allorved for bi the discrete transfer method. The time-
averaged NO mass L'oncentration is calculated by solution
of its consen'alitrn transport equation. The Zeldovich
mechanisnt is used to simulate the NO formation rate; for
the first time, the relerse reactions are retained.

2.4 Description of the furnace

Fig.I shori's lhe ftrrnlce , u,hich is of the cross-fire cl rcgcncl'-
ative kinci. This ftrrnlce is essentiallv a largc itlstrlated corr-

tainer in rvhich tht- Iratch cntc-rs via tite 'clrtg-house u'all' itrld
the rnoltcn gluss crits fronr thc opposite crtd.'I-he iirirlg
ports aie locirtcti alonq thc siclr's of the furrtacc.'i-ht-rc ar.'
. i.. .-,-,r.. ,.,- ,'.,..1. .-:.1., .,.-,1 ,,,,.-l- ,,.r.,irr< 1',,'l ;,'1.
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The fdrnace is firecl alternately fronr either sidc to.-ensure

uniform heat flux to the glass and to facilitate the regene r-

ation Process.

The combustion products pass throLrgh the regenerators,
w.hich are used to preheat the combustion air before enter-
ing the furnace and to produce higher temperatures and
.,u-qment the heat flux to the glass. The rvall opcnin_9s sur-
rlunding the burners serve alternately as air-entry
locations and lvaste-gas exits as the firing direction is

altered. Methane fuel is burned with excess air, at typical
yalues in the range 8-12%. The roof of the furnace and the
side rvalls are refractorY lined.

3 Physical modelling
-.-he governing transport equations for the mean motion of
a rurbulent three-dimensional flow were applied in their
Cartesian form. The time-averaged equations for the con-
servation of momentum in compact tensor notation, are:

In turbulcrrt florv thc rnixtr.rre fraction f'luctuates, and
knouleclqe of its mean value is insr-rfficient to allorv the
cleternrintrtion of the ntean viilues of quantities such as
clensitv ancl tenrpernture, bc-cause of the non-linearity of
their relationships. A statistical approach is used to
describe the temporal nature oi the mixture fraction fluctu-
ations. In the present rvork rve have assumed the 'clipped'
normal probability density function for the mixture frac-
tionrT, rvhich is completely defined by the knowledge of its
mean value and variance, g. The variables f and g also obey
transport equations.

The discrete transfer radiation prediction procedure has
been utilised in this study. This procedure, rvhich is fully
described by Lockrvood and Shah'8, is numerically exact,
fast. and applicable to arbitrary geometries. The gas
absorption coefficient is calculated from the 'trvo grey plus
a clear gas' fitre.

NO emission is greatlv dependent on the flame structure.
For premixed flames the temperature, and thus the mixture
ratio. are the prime parameters in determining the NO
quantities formed. The NO formation should peak at the
stoichiometric value and decline on both the fuel-rich and
fuel-lean sides as temperature does. In reality, because of
non-equilibrium effects, the peak is found somewhat on the
lean side of the stoichiometric value. The temperature of
the diffusion flame is the stoichiometric value during part of
the burning time, even though the excess oxygen will
eventually dilute the products of the flame to reach the true
equilibrium final temperature. Thus, in diffusion flames,
more NO forms than would be expected from a calculation
of an equilibrium temperature based on the overall mixture
ratio.

As NO is present only in trace amounts, and it has negli-
gible influence on the heat-re-leasing reactions and temper-
ature. its calculation has been traditionally considered to
be independent of those for the combustion aerodynamics.
At high temperature-say in the range 1900 - 2500 K,
which is the case for industrial furnaces-the thermal NO
(undoubtedly the controlling mechanism of the NO forma-
tion) builds up by reactions that are slow relative to those of
combustion; thus the modelling of NO concentration pre-
sumes a finite rate reaction. The usual assumption made for
the combustion models of chemical equilibrium---complete
combustion to form equilibrium products-is not valid
here. For the present coinbustion model a turbulent diffu-
sion flame is assumed, whereas the NO emission model
demands a chemical approach.

As was previously stated, the kinetic route of NO forma-
tion is not the attack of oxygen molecules by nitrogen ones
(N, + O, 3 2NO). Mechanistically, oxygen atoms are
formed from dissociation of O, or from the hydrogen atom
attack on O,. (See reactions (R1) and (R2) below.)

O+OH <> Or+H

O2+M e O+O+NI

(R1)

(R2)

f_t^
- Id ui+ p6ij- t Lai *

tt ['"; r,' 
)- 

o,,a = o (2)

r-r\ a I anl
| 

-lr. -lrJ-a*,('n 3*i./'

(1)

where u, is the velocity component in the direction of co-
ordinate x;, p is density and p,., a reference value, g, is the
magnitude of the gravitational acceleration in the i direc-
tion, p is pressure, p is the laminar viscosity, and the oper-
ator 0,, is unity for i : j, and zero when i ;e j.

The equation for the conservation of energy may be
::<pressed as:

where h represents the stagnation enthalpy, fn is equal to
the fluid's thermal conductivity divided by its constant-
pressure specific heat, and Q,uo is the net volumetric heat
s:in due to thermal radiation.

In addition to equations (1F(2) the continuity equation is
cast as:

a --.
f;;(o"' )=o (3)

The two-equation modelr*, in which equations for the
kinetic energy of turbulence, k, and its dissipation rate, r,
a:': solved, appears to be satisfactory for the present appli-
c,:iroo15. The combustion model is based on the assumption
tnat the reaction rates associated with the fuel oxidation
have time scales that are very short relative to those
describing the transport processes. Under these circum-
stances chemical equilibrium prevails. Assuming that all
species and heat diffuse at the same rate, the instantaneous
gas composition can be determined as a function of a con-
served scalar variable'6. Any conserved scalar may be
chosen, so here the mixture fraction f is used, defined as the

The ox;-gen atoms that are formed rvill then attack the
nitrogen molecules along the Zeldovich mechanism2;

0+N, o NO+N (R3)
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Another reaction-which is less important, since reacting
species are both radicals and therefore present only in very
small quantities (see 4 and 5)-is the following one:

N+OH e NO+H (R5)

TABLE 1: The Zeldovich mechanism rate constants

Reaction K [cm3 mole-r sec-r]

R3 K: = 1.36 * t0la e"o f-"'t
75400\

'.J l
From the extended Zeldovich mechanism [(R3) to (R5)],
and assuming steady state for the nitrogen atom concen-
tration, the relation giving the NO production rate can be

determined as a function of the rate constants K3, Ka, Ks,

K-3, K-a, K-, where the minus sign slands,for the reverse

reactions. With [Nr], [O], [NO], [OH], [H], IOJ standing
for the respective concentrations, it runs:

k-c INO]t + *o 
'grl-* 

1a, lonl

( -. 2 K-r K-4 tNOl2 tol 2 K-:K s tNOl2 tHl)

[2 
K3 IN2] tol - K;io2l + K5 toHl K. torr . K: toHl.J

Furthermore, assuming partial equilibrium for (R1), justi-
fied by the high levels of temperature which prevents rad-
icals overshoots8. equation (4) becomes

d r)iol _ 
z r, rNzr ror (r-* #fu] (s)

d 1 K-s [NO]
' * 

K.1 [o2] + K5 [oH]

rvhere k : Kr Kr/K-3 K-j. The values of [Nr] and [Or] can be

taken from the equilibrium values calculated by the com-
bustion model. However, the [O] and [OH] concentrations
still remain unknown. Partial equilibrium of (R2) is

assumed, so:

io1=ffrroz,]o' = [*" ro,]lo'' (6)

The value of Ku was taken from the data reported by
Baulch et afo:

Kv = e.474xto-+ r'rexp[- 
t#!!- 

]fmole cm-3] (7)
I Ko I /L

Assuming partial equilibrium and that reaction R5 is sig-
nificant only in rich flames, equation (5) becomes: r-

d tNol - 2 tol (K:{a iO:l tNzl - 5';5-a tNOl2) (8)
dr = K.aloul+K-:[No]

The last equation has been used in this u'ork to model the
NO formation rate. Note that in previous studies the
reverse reactions of the Zeldovich nrechanism \\'ere not
taken into account. Ignoring these reactions results in over-
estimating the NO emissions for the present application'

fhe time-mean NO rnass concelltration is calculated froln
its corrscrvtrtion transport equatioll:

a --_- a a,,r.o -- (9)

[(Ouilrr\o)-;(rxo Ar' * S,.,,1

']-hc tinrc-avcraee source term S^,n is fotrlrd bv ctlnvoluting
Sr,,. 'l he valuc of S",, is givcn bY:

i 625C))
Kc = 6.43 x ioe T 

""p [_ ]l.T J

R4

R-3 / ji4\
K.: = 3.1 x tor3 exp t ,rJJ

R-4
K-a = 1.55 x toe t.ro (-

2000

Ternperoture [Xl

Fig.2 The rate reactions constants of rhe Zeldovich mechanism:
Reacrion R3 O
Reacion R-3 Q
Reacrion R4 D
Reacrion R-4 D,

The constants appearing in equation (8) were taken from
Baulch et aPo, and are presented in Table 1. These constants
have been plotted as a function of temperature in Fig'2.
This figure shows that the reactions R3 and R-4 are the
controlling ones, as they are the slowest. Fig.2 shows that
above 1400 K the decomposition of NO through reaction
R-,1 is almost homogeneous.

4 The numerical solution procedure

4.1 Method of solution

The finite-difference method used to solve the equations
entaihf;Srrbdividing the calculation domain into a number of
finite volumes or 'cells'. Convection terms are modelled
along the hybrid central/ups'ind method, and the velocities
and pressures are calculated b1, a variant of the SIMPLE
al-sorithnt. The solution of the individual equation sets is
obtained by a form of Gauss-seidel line-by-line iteration.

4.2 Some computational details

Nearly all industrial furnaces are three-dimensional, ancl

erhibit disparity of scales: rnost of the combustion takes
place u ithin A volume surrotrnding the burner that occupics
onlv a snrall proportion of total furnace volume btlt
requires a tlisproportionately larqe portion of the.total
contputirtional qrid. ]n order to avoid excessive rttutllorY
require rnents in the present stuciy for a full-scale industrilrl
t-l;tss fttrn:rcr' /F-io I \ th,) ,',rrrrhrrcliorr ch:tttrht't \\'lt\

38640)
trl )

(4)
d tNol_

dr

E
E 5.b.\
E

Y

-2.1g
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Fig.1{a) Velocitl' vectors projected on planes YZ.

+1

f iz.3 'the nurnericul domain'

betrveen the midrvay plane of the inlet port and the midrval"
plane halflvay between this inlet port and the adjacent one,
Fls.l. .I-l't" results presented here correspond to the condi-
tio-ns o[ port No. 3 (Fig'1).

Because of the long period of the alternating firing-direc-
rion cvcle, the transient nature o[ the firing process is neg-

lected. Thre fuel is injected at the ambient temperature, and

rhe air is pre-heated to 1450 K. The mass flow of fuel and air
are 0.087 kgls and 1'59 kg/s respecti\-ely' A prescribed

slass-temperature distribution was used' The temperature
f,istribution of the glass surface was taken from the cal-

culations performed for a similar furnace:t; in this work the
phenomena occurring in the glass tank and the combustion
chamber were modelled, thereby allon'ing calculation of
the glass surface distribution.

-fhe selection of the optimum finite-difterence grid to pre-
dict the present flow is a complex task. The aim is to estab-

lish a grid with the smallest possible number of nodes, for
whichlhe finite-difference solutions are essentially those of
the original differential equations. This is achieved in part
by obtaining solutions with increasing number of grid
nbdes until a stage is reached where the solution exhibits
negligible change with further increase in the number of
nod.i, or with small adjustments in their distribution. For
each test a fully converged solution must be obtained, in
order to make a valid comparison of the different grids
employed.

5 Presentation and discussion of the results

Some general aspects of the predictions are illustrated in
Figs.4-1i.

5.1 Velocity

Fig.a(a) shows predicted projections of velocity vectors on
vertical planes normal to the inlet port (ie onYZ planes)'
whcreas Fig.a(b) shows the referred projections on vertical
planes parallelto the inlet port (ie on XY pianes). The first
four planes on Fig.4(a) (0.06 m < X < 0.68 m) show that
the fkrw is mainly a jet crossing the furnace from the inlet to
thc outlet port. A recirculation zone is found on the upper

inverted. From the vectors presented in Fig.4 it is con-
cluded that the flow is fully three-dimensional.

5.2 Temperature

Fig.5 shows the temperature distribution in vertical planes

paiallel to the in1s1-port-containing wall. In the reaction
2one the temperatures and the temperature gradients are

higher than inthe outer zones. Outside the flame region the

temperature is nearly homogeneous. Temperatur.es are

higher below the horizontal plane containing th.e burner
thin above it. This is due to the upper recirculation zone,

which slightly directs the flame towzrrds the glass over a

li t. ) !

llli i i i i i i ii

:i 4l El El !l

Fig.a(b) Velociry vectors projected on planes XZ.
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Fie.5 Temperature distribution (K) inside the furnace' The intersection

piint o7 the dashed lines identifies the position of the fuel injecrion'

5.3 Mass concentration of nitric oxide

Fig.6 contains the NO mass concentration in vertical planes

oaiallel to the inlet-port-containing wall. The results show

itrat the thermal NO is formed mainly at the edge of the

flame, near the stoichiometric region, where the levels of
temperature are high and the oxygen concentrations are

still significant, as c1n be seen in Fig.7. The NO concen-

tratioris reach their maximum values near the flame front at

a distance of about two metres downstream of the inlet
port.

Fig.6 Mass concentrarion of nitric oxide inside the furnace. (kSnJkgo)

Further downstream the levels of NO are progressivelr
reduced because of the convection and diffusion of NO
away from the region where it is formed. Inside the upper
reciiculation zone, the NO mass concentration is uniform'
At the outlet port, the predicte-d NO concentration is uni-
form with a value of 3.9 x 10-' kg*o/kg*',.

5.4 Production rate of nitric oxide

In systems such as glass furnaces operating at high temper-
atuies, there is a competition between nitrogen molecules
and nitric oxide molecules to capture oxygen atoms. The
net tendency of both opposing effects is a function of local
temperature and localtbncentrations of oxygen, nitrogen
and nitric oxide. d

The present flame extends from the injection point to a

position approximately 5.0 m do*'nstream. The maximum
width of thi flame is about 10% of the total length, and the

maximum flame temperature is 2500 K, attained at the
location z : 3.9 m at the periphery of the flame'

Figs.8(a) to 8(c) contain the NO production-rate profiles
foi different locations within the combustion chamber'
Figs.S(a) to 8(b) show that the NO is produced mainly in
the first four metres after the inlet port, where the NO pro-
duction rates exhibit their maximum I'alues. However'
downstream of that clistance. and still within the flame
zone, the profiles appear flatter-achieving almost zero
values. The negativepeaks that appear in different panels

of Fig.8 represent the maximum rates of NO decompost-
tion through thL- r€action R--1.

In sum, these results shorv that the production effect domi-
nates in the outer edge of the flame rvhere the temperature_s
are near to their rnaxinturrt values, rvhere oxygen still
a1t:tins hiph conct-ntr:rliorr r':tlLrts ztnd *'hcrc tlitrtrtctt t:
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Fiz.8(a) N'i,)t't, orrd, production rate profites for Y : 0'618 m plane

I ki,o x I tl m-3 s-t )

IIII

Fis.8(b) |iirric oxide producrion rate profiles for Y = 0.8 m plane'
(klg.,o x ld m-3 s-t)

F:2.8(c) Nitric oxide production rate profiles for Y = 1'12 m plane'
( kg,,, x Id m-r s-')

Converseiy, in regions where tempe-rature is still above

1,100 K, the reactiJn NO + O -t N + O, takes place, where
nitric oxide exists in considerable concentration and oxy-
gen is still available, the decomposition effect plays an

ei.',ial or dominant role compared with the production one'
D,:wnstream of the reaction zone the NO production rate
achieves zero or negative values.

Note that the upper recirculation zone (where temper'
atures are high, oiygen appears in trace quantities and the
NO attains iignifriant values) the net rate production is
about zero almost ever\.where; in the downstream region
(Z >-- L25 m) the decomposition effect slightly dominates

o,r.o ,ro'o'r"r)rn mass concentratton profiles for Y = 0.648 m plane'
(ksn!ke* )

5.5 The effect of the reverse reaction

Panels (a) and (b) of Fig.10 contain profiles along X, for
Y: 0.648 m and Z : 'l'.28 m for the NO mass concen-

trations and for the NO volumetric production rate ' For the

same conditions of temperature and species mass concen-

trations (these conditions are shown in panels c) to e) of-the

same Figure), the NO mass concentration and its Pfod.u.c-
tion rati caiculated both with reverse reactions and with-

out it, are presented. The results show that the reverse

reactions must be included in the calculations of combus-

tors operating at high temperature levels' as they play 
.a

relevant rolein the ihole NO formation process' Indeed'

the omission of those reactions may lead to very large over-
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Fig.t0 The effect of rhe ret'erse reacioni ,)',', ,"* ,ante regiort'

1Y:0.648m;Z:128m)
Results with lhe reverse reactions L
Results u,ithout the reverse reaclions O

Fig.11 shows the average NO mass co-ncentration distri-
bu"tion inside the furnace along the Z direclion, for three
different excess air levels (0"/., 5"/" and'8%). From Fig' i1 it
is evident that NO production rate increases along with the

excess air for the present simulation, because of the

increase of temperature that is the dominant factor in the
production of NO.

5.6 Concluding remarks

The present paper describes a prediction-procedure for the

calculation oT the flow, heat-transfer and combustion pro-
cesses inside a three-dimensional industrial furnace. The
incorporation of the modelling for the re\/erse reactions of
the Zeldovich mechanism for the emission of NO forms its
novel content.

The results of previous studies suggest that the conlbustion/
aerodynamics and the heat transfer are probably fairll' s ell

prediited. The NO modelling relies on equilibrating. the

b"yg"n-oto- concentration. This has proved justifiable in

gas-turbine applications, rvhere the pressures are verv
fiigh;tu" assume that it is also realistic for glass furnaces.
rui'.r" the temperatures are high. Thc predicted NO emis-

sions levels are consistent rvitl.r recogrlised irldustl-V 1''1lsg\'

although detailed conrparisons are not at present possiblc

becauJe of the lack of reliable real clata or to thc propri-
etary nature of those in cxistcnce. "I-hc tlonrinltnt rcgiott ftlr
NOiormation in class ftrrnaces is thc c-d-cc of the lllrrne The
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Fig.l 1 Average value for the X and Y plane for the NO mass concentratiort
ol6ng Z direaion lkgro:kg,,) for thrie exciss air levels (0"/", 5% and 8%S'
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